
Update # 9 of 9 sent   Saturday, April 18, 2020 @9:29 pm 

Hello Captured Ones, 

A few hours ago, Governor DeSantis announced that schools will remain 

virtual for this school year.  As much as many hoped schools would be 

returning to campuses in May, at least in these times of uncertainty, there is 

a thing we know.  

On Monday afternoon, our faculty and staff will be meeting, not in person, 

and brainstorming about the special events approaching in May. There are 

already some great ideas about summer activities—even late summer 

activities. What you can count on is no one at Holy Nativity has forgotten 

what our children are depending on from their school.  I wonder if they know 

that their teachers—and administrators-- get teary missing them? That the 

moms who make things happen, will find ways to make things happen? 

Might be a good reminder about now. 

As this new news sinks in, I think we need to be on the lookout for every 

child’s well- being. No matter how stoic or how shoulder-shrugging, their 

world has a lonely spot now, even with social media and class meetings. We 

will continue to work hard to provide parts of the HNES community in every 

way we can.  Heaven knows, that alone-ness is true for adults too. You are in 

our thoughts. We are devoted to you and wish we could help as you are 

trying to make sure your children are OK, while the whole world is upside 

down. Ask for what you need from us. Please.  

The Annual Meeting will be available via a secure Zoom site on Tuesday, April 

28. Who ever thought that we would be excited about a gathering for our 

HNES Corporate meeting? The board has invested in a special Zoom account 

that will allow all of us to gather, in a 2020 sort of way.  

As an aside, we have been working on our internet and wifi at school because 

we know when we all get back into our buildings, we will have very savvy 

techies, both students and teachers. That parents now have new ways to 



support their children’s education. Many of us are years ahead of where we 

were as this year began, aren’t we? 

And finally, today I am trying not to think about what this news means for 

me. My opportunity to spend my last months before retirement with these 

children I love has vanished. Seeing and talking to you, our precious and 

wonderful HNES parents, is no longer an option. And that is all I can say 

about that right now. 

Maybe you have formed a routine by now. I hope some parts of this life have 

gotten easier. Prayers continue to be the best answer. 

With lasting fondness, 

Judy Hughes 

 

 

 

 

UPDATE #8 of 8 - C. FULLER - APRIL 16, 2020 @ 12:57 P.M. 

Dear Families, 

I hope this email finds you and your family well. I want first to congratulate you on our 
week three anniversary of HNES@home! Our program would not be possible without 
your support! As we are moving forward, there are a couple of items that we need our 
students to be doing online: 

1. Please have your camera on so that your teacher can see you. (if you need a 
camera, let us know, and we will work with you.) 

2. Please come to class dressed and ready with your materials.  

As we continue to navigate this virtual terrain together, remember that you are not alone. 
Many of our teachers (myself included) are navigating this new landscape, both 
professionally and with our children. With that in mind, no one knows your child better 
than you. If something about our format is not working for your family unit, please don't 
suffer through it. That is not our goal! Reach out to the classroom teacher or 
administration for support. Flexibility and compassion are a vital component to making 



this work for everyone. I am reminded of something I heard a superintendent in South 
Florida say last week, "love before lessons." That quote stuck with me. The great thing 
about what we are doing with HNES@home is that our virtual days count, and our 
students are staying on top of their learning goals! I could never be so proud of our 
teachers, students, and parents!  

God Bless, 

Cynthia Fuller 

 

 

 

 

UPDATE # 7 of 7 sent by JEH April 2, 2020 at 7:17 a.m. 

Hello Dearest Folks! 

So, did you see this coming? What, you ask? That you are going to be joining us 

oldies being sent to your homes? 

It seems to me that all of us might want to be praying daily for the President, 

all 50 Governors, as well as our local leaders. Boy, oh, boy. No matter our 

feelings about an individual elected official, the stress and responsibility must 

be knee buckling. My heart hurts for every one of them. And always, the 

front-line health professionals are our heroes and need our constant love and 

support. 

And talking about stress…how are you really doing? Again, I cannot imagine. 

Just about everything in your life has changed in a matter of days with no 

practice for any of it. And now this “better at home” mandate. We really do 

want to know how you are. We really do want to be part of your solution, not 

the reason for more stress.  

 Our daughter, along with another professor from UGA, wrote a guest editorial 

for tomorrow’s Atlanta paper and in it they were mentioning what an historic 



time we are living in right now. It is no comfort, but 100 years from now this 

period of crisis will be in the history books. Probably why it feels more 

overwhelming than a CAT 5 hurricane!  I was wondering today if folks living 

through the Great Depression knew that was the name that would be forever 

used in the history books? 

Currently, we have a few teachers who are using their classroom to prepare 

and present their lessons. They stay far apart, each in her own room, and we 

hope they can continue. If not, we discussed at our first planning meeting 

during Spring Break that we had postponed the school’s deep cleaning and it 

would have to be rescheduled. So, teachers may have to relocate to home. But, 

at first, we needed to use our school campus to invent this new schooling. No 

fear, after these first 5 days, every teacher knows what to do from anywhere! 

What a group of fast learners. 

In the world of fun, your teachers had planned a car parade to wave to every 

HNES student. Mrs. Morgan volunteered to get an accurate address for where 

everyone, not necessarily the Ren Web address, and map out our routes. Mrs. 

Fuller is checking with the police chief, now that everyone is assigned to be at 

home, about possibly car parading Monday. We had hoped to make it a 

surprise, but now we just hope we can do it. You will know in advance via text 

alert. 

With our population being about 25% from PC Beach, 25% from Lynn Haven 

and Southport, a smaller percentage from the Callaway area, and high 40”s% 

from all across Panama City, this is more like planning an invasion than a 

parade! We may not make it to Mexico Beach, but our hope is to pass every 

HNES home and see every one of our gang. A silver lining is that now you may 

be at home also and we can wave to you too. We’ll see what the authorities 

say. Maybe they will say yes for a later date, wanting us to wait on doing 

something big. This idea could be hard for law enforcement at the beginning of 

these new orders. Gosh, I made a strange word choice. Orders? 



Just to make sure I had plenty to do, I guess, our washer and our refrigerator 

both went out at the end of last week. Talking to the people who will be 

delivering our new appliances, they said the same thing today: It’s OK, we have 

“our papers” so we don’t have to stay home. I may have watched way too 

many old war movies, but that term startled me both times. Once again, when 

they were living it, did people realize that the term, “here are my papers” 

would be in movies and history books 100 years later? I think not.  

We are making history even if we don’t want that distinction. Heaven knows, 

we don’t want that distinction. However, it might be an interesting topic to 

discuss at home—what part of this will be talked about, written about many, 

many years from now? What words will be added to our language because of 

this crisis? 

I kinda want them to include that we had to comb our hair and put on makeup 

before we turned on our computers!  

And then math. Specifically, Singapore Math. Tell us how to make your life 

easier with math at your house. We can hold some Happy Hour Meets Math 

adult sessions and zip through some math lessons/ how it works together. We 

can ask for big brothers and big sisters to help younger students via the 

internet? These suggestions are only to make your life easier, not to turn you 

into a math teacher. Well, that too, if you like! My own children would never 

let me help them with math. I would pass through the homework areas and 

hear objections to me being close by! If that is happening to you, I am so sorry. 

Like Jan Dykes so perfectly said recently, we want to be your support system. 

The work we have before us is probably bigger than to teach, the most 

important job may be to figure out ways to socialize. It is a challenge for all of 

us to solve together. The videos we are all seeing speak to that. Singing, 

applauding, neighborhoods dancing, bear hunts, neighbors saying the pledge 

from their front yards—and a lot of these good ideas came from children. We 

would love to help promote any idea you have that will help keep us 



connected. Please share all sane or even whacky thoughts! We need what you 

are thinking, remember sticky notes were a mistake. Geniuses live among us. 

Maybe we can add to our own interior HNES vocabulary by adapting an idea 

from Allison Posell. Every one of us has some level of fear right now—about 

one thing or everything.  

Picture a number line with the numbers 1 to 10 on it. If you are having a day 

like I had today with all my appliance buying, full but not much fear, let’s call 

that low level the 1. If, on the other hand, you heard this announcement today 

and were gripped with terrible, trembling fear, let’s call that a 10. So, when we 

talk to one another we can say how are you and hear a number answer and 

know honestly about our friends. 

How are you? Oh, I am a 3 today. But if you are having a day of being terrified, 

you have the language now. Your answer can be, today I am an 8. Once fear 

has a name, it helps. Maybe we can change that saying to once fear has a 

number, we will feel more in charge of something. Let’s try it. 

As we come to the end of the first full week of HNES@home, we have been 

through a lot and we have learned a lot. Too much of both, really. Asking God 

to be by our side and figuratively holding hands, we are going to come out 

stronger on the other side, one step at a time, one hour at a time. 

Love you much, much, much, 

Judy Hughes 

Update #6 of 6 - sent by JEH March March 27, 2020 @8:37 p.m. 

Look. At. Us. 

Two days in and we are a community of pros already! 

I have never seen so many of our teachers and staff teary at the same time as they were Thursday 
witnessing students’ joy as they were reunited.  

First, I am bragging on all of our HNES family for the fantastic pick-up on Wednesday. That Herculean 
task was executed under Wendy Mowat’s and Darcey Sinicrope’s leadership. Talking here about an 
organizational feat that Disney would envy! Everyone who works in BASE discovered an all new skill set 



to pull that pick-up off and I am so proud of each one of them. And so grateful that we work at a school 
where parents made it so easy the day of pick up. Thank you. 

Both Thursday and Friday nights we have had a faculty virtual meeting at 4:30 or 5:00 to share successes 
and make suggestions for adjustments. Thursday actually was a gathering to just join in a collective sigh 
of relief that HNES@Home really, really worked! 

From tonight’s meeting, a few topics: 

1.Schedules and offerings may change on some of your students’ schedules, but not enough to 
cause a big surprise. Just enough to make it all the best it can be. Some need additions, some 
need small group times, some will stay the same. 
2.Folks with Mac’s may be discovering that Apple and Google do not play well together. If you are 
trying to work with a Mac and having any issues, please come check out a Chromebook from the 
school to make your life easier. 
I still want to have only employees enter the buildings, please.  
If you call / text either Ekco Baker (850-890-5520) or Michelle Cool (850-217-4750 )who are both 
working in their classrooms right now, one or the other will check out a Chromebook to you, as 
well as bring it out to you. 
3.We are hoping to work with Bay Arts Alliance on making available the art projects they are 
putting together and providing on-line art lessons for each. News on that will follow this week. 
4.We discussed Disney+, which is free if you are a Verizon customer, but paid if not. They are 
currently providing recordings of actual Broadway plays, as well as recordings about the 
choreography or rehearsals. Probably a great elective option for our MS students who are 
missing dance and theater. But if we do add it, it will be easy for everyone to access. We will look 
into what they have available, preview first, and add under electives hopefully in a week or so if 
they are great plays. 
5.Our Special Area teachers, with coordination by Lauren Williams, have great plans for the 
coming weeks. Watch for Rainbows and Sunshine fun! 
6.Mrs. Gladden has started back our Choir using the smartest ways to adapt to our virtual 
situation. Stay tuned for talent galore presented to all in a unique method. I am impressed! 

On other business, mid-week I will finalize refunds from the St Augustine and Boston field trips. A few 
weeks ago, Lori Morgan was having some push back about refunds from vendors, but now she has 
checked back with all providers again and it looks better. Hopefully, checks mailed by the end of the 
week. 

Monday is when public school begins BDS’ virtual school and we are all eager to see how the 
internet, Google and all the other platforms hold up to that much traffic. Crossed fingers here! 

Those of us in that high- risk group are hopefully now home for a while. My opening to the two of us 
at home included:  plumbers here two days in a row, Kathy kindly bringing work for us to discuss or to 
sign, and Bob’s office manager coming over to figure out what was wrong with his office laptop.  But I 
am cooking a lot alone! 

You all are so much on my mind. We are trying hard to give familiar structure while at the same time 
provide options that work for your work and family. It is a work in progress for all of us and we’ll get it 
perfected. We’ll also survey you all for suggestions at the end of this coming week. 

Some days seem a lot harder than the hurricane. Can that be true?  Your messages, your posts, your 
love across the unseen air waves mean more than you will ever know for this overworked, eager to 



take care of “their” babies, a fabulous group known as the Holy Nativity Faculty and Staff. I sure do 
adore these folks! 

Fondly, 

Judy 

Update #5 of 6 - sent by C. Fuller March 22, 2020 @ 17:51 p.m. 

Dear Families, 

Last week was most certainly one of the longest-lasting weeks in history! Well, except for the 
hurricane! Here we find ourselves reinventing school yet again. Fortunately, our teachers, faculty, 
and staff have become pros at helping meet the needs of our students in a time of crisis.  

For the coming week, there are some key thoughts that I want you to remember. First, have 
patience as we roll out HNES@home. For many of us, this is a new journey in a virtual school 
setting, and we all know there will be unplanned surprises along the way. Secondly, give yourself 
and your child the grace to make mistakes along the way. Thirdly, communication will be of the 
utmost importance. Especially when we cannot interact with each other face-to-face, do not 
hesitate to reach out if you are having any issues at home. 

Our plan is evolving every day for our HNES@home. Our fabulous teachers are working hard to 
provide the very best option in education for your child. All the while keeping in mind that many (if 
not all) of you are also working from home. HNES@home will continue the school’s mission of 
providing a nurturing Christian environment where students with promise receive challenging 
academics, enriching opportunities, and a solid foundation for developing their potential as good, 
caring, and responsible citizens.  

Very shortly, you will receive our material pickup plan for Wednesday, March 25, 2020. The first 
day of HNES@home will be Thursday, March 26, 2020. This week will be focused on how to learn 
virtually within each classroom. I know there will be many questions and changes as we all figure 
out this new virtual classroom world together. Please follow the emails from school as well as your 
classroom teachers as they will outline the informational steps that will be needed as we move 
forward.  

Lastly, I want everyone to remember that you are not alone in these times of social distancing. 
Your precious children are continuously on our minds and weigh heavily upon our hearts. I was 
very teary upon reading your heartfelt responses to our survey, and your words of encouragement 
mean so much to all of us.  

Seek God’s will in all that you do, and he will direct your path. -Proverbs 3:6 

God Bless You, Cynthia Fuller 

 

 

Update Email #1 of 5 - March 14, 2020 - JEH 



Hello Everyone, 

Even though we all have experience with disaster and uncertainty, it is still hard, isn't it? 

Our board wisely voted that we would make independent decisions for Holy Nativity during this disaster, 
instead of following our usual policy to close when BDS closes. 

I am sure you are glad, but also now eager to hear something concrete from your school. 

We have not made a decision yet about the week after Spring Break. As we are waiting for Wednesday 
and the new information available mid-break to make an informed decision, I want you to know some of 
what we are doing right now. 

Gaila had already arranged during this week off , because of the virus, for our cleaning service to deep 
clean the school, including all the walls and especially the bathrooms.  

After the National Emergency designation by the President on Friday afternoon, I spent last night viewing 
webinars and reading everything I could, to be as informed as possible.Cynthia Fuller was doing the 
same thing. Our texts back and forth until late Friday night were fast and furious! 

The board and administrators are using the information from the CDC and the Florida Health Department 
as our health professional guides in decision making. As a public school system, Bay District has to follow 
the guidance of the Florida Department of Education, but the DOE does not regulate us or charter 
schools.I can not imagine the decision making that has to go into thinking about school for an entire state, 
but I am sure they have way too many moving parts! 

Here are some facts that I gathered last night. 

The CDC, as well as other health experts, expect the number of ID'd people with the virus to double every 
6 days. Not to amp up your anxiety, but what we need to consider is that with 46 cases in Florida on 
Friday, that means by April 6th, 2 weeks after Spring Break, there will be 736 cases, and on April 18th 
there will be 2944 in Florida.The professionals' best guess seems to be, as mentioned yesterday at the 
press conference and also on those health sites, this will probably last 8 weeks.That takes us to the first 
week in May. 

When Holy Nativity makes a closure plan, we also want to make a re-open plan at the same time, so you 
have some idea of what to expect--as best we can anyway. For HNES to close the week of March 23-27, 
with no cases in Bay County, and then reopen March 30th as we approach 700 cases, seems 
counterproductive. Following that progression of increasing cases, along with what we learn this coming 
week, needs to play into our school decisions. 

On distance learning--that sounds so un-schoolish!--there are things we will do so students and parents 
have predictability and structure. Sadly, we all know it is coming sometime--on our plan there will be a 
daily schedule, not like the one at school but one that is logical and predictable, plus parents will not be 
expected to be the teacher! 



At the end of this week we will be asking you if you have wifi and computer /  chromebook availability, if 
you need our help getting at-home school set up, and if there is any other area where you need our help. 
We have already collected some excellent daily school plans for our precious littles too! 

As always, we know that every parent will make decisions that are best for your own children. This, just 
like in our last disaster, is not a time we would ever tell you what to do. You are part of the Holy Nativity 
family, doing the same as what we do or not. If you decide to keep your children home at any time, please 
just let us know so we don't worry someone is sick. 

Always first in our decision making is the safety and health of our children, our parents and our 
employees. We found following Michael, our children needed school to feel safe. Parents needed school 
so you could manage your own work and businesses. We all needed each other. This social isolation 
being recommended now also needs a how-to on keeping person to person contact. Currently, we are 
setting up GoogleMeet for our faculty and staff. We will figure out some way for our school family to 
gather electronically as part of our plan during these days and weeks. 

Knowing what we know now, when it is decided to close the buildings, we will do all we can to make 
school feel like school every day. I am having trouble thinking of how to help our parents when we can't 
offer school on our campus. This has to be so hard on planning for work, and not calling on grandparents 
to help you. Know, please, we are thinking of you too in our planning. 

I love hearing from you--concerns, suggestions, funny stories. You can expect an email on Wednesday if 
not before. You have surely learned that about me--I have been known to over share--I love to keep you 
in the know! 

One silly thing is really bothering me. As I type, we have a crew at school putting together a wonderful 
new playground fort for the older students, purchased through a grant for St Joe, that they have wanted 
since August. Something about it being installed and now they can't play on it just isn't right!  

Do you think we will all remember this as the year of the toilet paper mania? 

Fondly, 

Judy Hughes 

 

 

 

 

Update Email #2 of 6  - March 16, 2020 - JEH 

 

Hi Folks, 



If anyone makes this movie, I am definitely not buying a ticket!  

On Sunday night, the CDC directed everyone in the country to postpone or cancel any face to face 
gatherings of 50 people or more for the next 8 weeks. Gulp. 

For our coming events, let's think postpone right now instead of cancel. We are busily planning the next 
two weeks, and eight weeks is a math concept we have not yet tackled. 

May 15th is 8 weeks,assuming the CDC means don't count this week just beginning. In March we are OK, 
except for chapel. April and May are busy with fun-filled events. Just for today, decide whatever you are 
especially interested in will be postponed, then don't think about that for a while... unless you are in 
charge of it, of course. if so, we need to talk! 

It is possible to record programs. Did you know we have a private YouTube account? That might come in 
handy, as will all of the tech we are lining up for distance learning.  

I have already been in touch with Miss Hope about possibly postponing the Dance Recital and the 
Musical. Both have interesting potential for recording segments and sharing. Creativity comes naturally to 
Hope, so we"ll watch for her fun thoughts. 

You know I always say my only talent is hiring amazing people--and I say that because it is true! This 
group of 52 super-stars who make up the workforce of Holy Nativity will convert this new postponing 
challenge into an acceptable new plan. You can count on that. 

I have shared the following with the board but I love it and now it is especially important. You may be 
familiar with 8th grade teacher Mrs. Morgan's posts about American history.  Recently, she had a post 
about the Spanish flu of 1918. The article explained that so many servicemen were sick with that flu  they 
had to put up tents to hospitalize them.  

Nurses and doctors started taking their beds outside so the patients could get some fresh air and, 
amazingly, they found that the men who got plenty of fresh air and sunshine had a much better recovery 
rate. Not long after that important finding, the first medicines were discovered and the important finding 
about fresh air actually containing healing effects was lost to history. Your grandmother was right all 
along! 

We are lucky to have wonderful outdoor spaces everywhere on our campus and we will plan to use those 
for not only a great way to space out students but also adding fresh air and sunshine as often as possible. 
This is sounding like a great place to be! 

Please don't think my occasional silly remarks indicate a flipness about this terrible disaster.Today I 
blasted some 60's music while I did housework, so I have had a good day hiding in music for a while, 
taking a break from reality. If you need to escape with some of the best music ever, let me know and I'll 
share! 

Lots and lots of loving thoughts about you all, 

Judy Hughes 



 

Email Update #3 of 6  March 16, 2020 4:11 p.m. - JEH 
 
Hi Everyone, 
 
 
The President is speaking as I write this. He just announced 4 new guidelines with one being NO 
schooling. 
These newest guidelines have now made that Wednesday decision for us. 
Our students will not return to school the week following Spring Break.  
 
 
Fortunately, we have already been working on our plans for at-home schooling. Although our plans are 
not finalized, we will have clear information for you by the end of this week. 
Your assignment for the next few days: 
make sure you have a computer or chromebook available at home, ink for your printers, and an area 
being designated at home for daily school. 
If you need our help on any of these parts, please get in touch. 
Our kids need a routine right now. A reliable schedule. Part of the predictability needs to include where “to 
go to” school at home. 
 
  
I bet you need predictable, as well! I sure do! We are working to try to help with that. A start time for 
school, a lunch time, a scheduled conference time with teachers—things you can know ahead of time. 
In the next two days, we will change our working focus to 100% on preparation of this. Until now we have 
been doing both: school at home and building attendance as a hybrid. 
I was loving our at-school plans but maybe we’ll use those later.  
 
 
The other 3 points from this news conference: 
2-no groups larger than 10 
3-travel only when absolutely needed 
4-no open restaurants, bars...he named some other places, but we get the idea.  
 
 
From the Florida Health Dept today, Florida has 155 cases but none in Bay County. 
I do know for sure that Bay County does have testing materials available here now.  
 
 
Maggie Shuler and I needed to do some school business today in Dothan and had a nice 4 hour escape 
from being tuned-in. I have not had a chance to read any emails since early this morning. I will check 
shortly and respond if you have emailed me today.  
 
 
Listening hard to between the lines statements, there are indications the number of cases may continue 
to increase through the next 8-10 weeks. That could answer the question of when we return to school. 
And please know, we get back into our buildings the moment we are allowed!!  



 
 
I am not a fan of saying 2weeks, then saying 2 weeks, and on and on without a big picture. The likely big 
picture indicates the virus could have increasing numbers for a few months,  so we have lots and lots of 
work to do. 
Reminds me of not long ago, making up how to do school while sitting on the church floor and having no 
curriculum materials. Here we are, reinventing school again! Together we did a great job at the church, 
then again creating another new school in the portables. Think anyone else in Florida already knows how 
good they can be at setting up an alternate schooling model? We’ve got experience, we’ve got love, 
we’ve got each other.  
 
 
The most important good news is that when we don’t know what to do, God says, “Here, let me help.” 
And we say, “Praise be to God.” 
 
 
Fondly, 
Judy Hughes 
 
 
 
Email Update #4 of 6 March 17, 2020 @ 8:17 p.m. - JEH 
Hi there--me again! 
 
The Florida DOE announced today, and therefore BDS has sent a message today, that they plan to keep 
public schools closed until April 15. 
 
Probably I should have been more direct in my last few emails, then this public school announcement 
would not have taken some by surprise. 
 
Holy Nativity is planning to deliver school to you in your home for months, not weeks. As I have said, I am 
not a fan of incremental news about something so important. I believe this "few weeks at a time" 
announcing is hard on families. 
 
We all hope for a reunion on our campus sooner than later. The projected number of infected people in 
Florida is expected to peak, at best, the end of April or mid-May, but the last few days the President has 
been referring to July or August. We should have no expectation that school as we know it will resume 
while virus numbers are increasing, don't you think? 
 
Our faculty's Spring Break has been cancelled (sob!) and we are creating our Holy Nativity Home Delivery 
plans this week and the beginning of the next. On Wednesday, March 25th, we will schedule pick-up for 
each student's Launch Packet but at different times all throughout the day, and then Holy Nativity Home 
Delivery will go live on Thursday, March 26th.  
 
Expect a short Survey Monkey questionnaire at the end of this week about availability of wifi, the number 
of devices available at home since some of you may be using your computers for your own work at home, 
and to ask for cell numbers of students and parents. For 3K and 4K we are asking if an iPad or another 
kind of tablet is available everyday for your little one. 



 
Our plans include chapel on Wednesday--of course Fr. Steve will provide chapel!--and the pledge and a 
prayer each morning. We are using Google Classroom for 2nd - 8th, and Seesaw for 3K-1st grade, plus a 
video delivery method to see one another is needed to supplement Seesaw. We are looking into some 
choices. 
 
We are in the middle of checking availability of all of our textbooks' on-line version. And we are planning 
in case the county-wide use overwhelms the system and you have no access to wifi! 
 
A wonderful project we all are going to love is a prayer fence on the fence by the tennis courts on 
Hamilton Ave. More on that in the next few days. 
 
We are thinking of your children--and you too-- every minute of our planning. There have been some 
funny FB posts about students being at home for school and they provide a good laugh when needed. But 
we never forget how very, very hard all of this is on each family and are doing everything the Holy Nativity 
way to bring some happy reliability to your situation. 
 
Love and continuing prayers, 
 
Judy Hughes 
 


